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Abstract 

· Integration 1 

Kelley's two attribution theories are much more intimately linked than 

has previously been demonstrated. A core probability model is presented 

which shows that covariation theory and configuration theory operate up on 

the same basic principles and that identical terminology can be applied to 

them . 



An Integration of Kelley's 

Covariation and Configuration Theories 

Integration 2 

Attribution theory ( see Harvey and Weary, 1984;  and Kelley and Michela , 

19 8 0 ;  for recent revi ews) i s  a body of i deas in Psychology which attempts to 

describe how observers interpret the events they see in everyday life . In 

the past twenty or so years attributi on theory has enjoyed considerable 

attention in the literature , has generated a great deal of research and has 

been shown capable of explaining a wide range of empirical phenomena. 

D espite this success ( or,  perhaps , because of i t) attribution theory 

has remained a rather loose federation of theories and research . Recently 

the three most influential theorists have been Jones and Davis (19 6 5) , 

Kelley ( 1 97 3 )  and Weiner ( 19 72 ) , but there are a great many attribution 

phenomena which fall outside the bounds of these theories. The grouping of 

these theories and phenomena under the title, "attribution theory", is 

wi dely accepted but is based as much upon a rather vague intuition that they 

belong together as upon any systematic demonstration that there is a common , 

elegant core of i deas underlying them all. 

Although attribution research has enjoyed considerable success in its 

vague form, the development of an elegant conceptual core for it is a 

desirable aim. The primary reason for this is that such a core is one of 

the signs of a mature science . Physics, for example , is characterized by 

being able to describe and explain a wide variety of empirical phenomena , 

and by being able to conceptually relate most of those explanations to a 

single elegant statement , E = MC
2

. Furthermore , the relationship between 

the conceptual core and the other concepts and theories is clearly and 

explici tly drawn, it is not left to vague intuition . As Psychology matures 

as a science it must develop itself in both of these ways as well, 
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explaining and predicting a wider and wider range of empirical phenomena and 

refining its conceptual core . At this point in time Psychology does not 

have a single conceptual core but it does have theories. It is these which 

must be refined. 

There can be little doubt that the aim of establishing a clear and 

elegant core for attribution research is believed to be a desirable and 

·attainable end by a number of researchers. It is generally accepted that 

most of what we call attribution research and theory springs ultimately from 

the work of Heider ( 1 958 ) . But although Heider is accepted as the 

intellectual forefather of this field of study , Heider' s work, in its 

richness and suggestiveness, is not necessarily elegantly stated . Neither 

are the connections between present activities and Heider' s  work necessarily 

drawn with much clarity . Consequently, a number of writers have attempted 

to show more clearly the links between various parts of attribution theory , 

including Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) , Jones and McGillis ( 1 976 ) ,  Kruglanski 

( 1 98 0 )  and Read and Stephan ( 1 97 9) . 

In keeping with this spirit of conceptual clarification this paper will 

describe a single elegant core for both parts of Kelley's attrib ution 

theory , covariation and configuration. The idea that these two theories are 

intimately connected is not new (Kelley , 1 973 ) .  What has not yet been done, 

though, is a thorough demonstration of this, showing in detail , the 

interchangeability of concepts and terminology. This analysis will make it 

cl ear that the two theories need not be described separately , as Kelley has 

done in the past (Kelley, 1 97 3 ;  and Kelley and Michela, 1 98 0 ) , but can be 

treated as a single theoretical entity . 

To accomplish this task within the space of a single journal article 

will require some clear restrictions on what is discussed . Kelley ' s two 
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theories are primarily.concerned with causal attributions, although , as will 

be seen below, in some places attribut�ons about dispositions come into his 

analysis. This paper will , therefore, focus primarily upon the c ausal 

attribution aspects of Kelley's theories and avoid , wherever possible , the 

discussion of attributions of dispositions. At two places in this artic le 

the attribution of dispositions will be discussed because it is absolutely 

necessary to do so in order to do justice to Kelley's theory . However, 

these discussions will be as brief as possible. One thing that will bec ome 

clear in these brief discussions, though , is that Jones and Davis' , as well 

as Kelley's theories, can be reduced in a clear and systematic way to the 

core model of attributional processes which is presented here . 

The primary conclusion of this paper will be that covariation theory 

and configuration theory are much more closely connected than has been 

previously demonstrated . The two theories are more or less interchangeable , 

although they do tend to emphasize different aspec ts of the same attribution 

proc esses. It will also be shown that the c ore model presented here points 

out some things missed in past discussions of both of Kelley's theories. 

The primary such demonstration will be that there is a free-flowing and 

intimate interactio� between the attribution of dispositions and the 

attribution of cause. 

The Core Model 

The first step in the integration of Kelley's two theories will be the 

presentation of a core model. This core model is a brief set of assumptions 

about how observers store and use information about their environments whic h 

will be shown to underlie both covariation theory and configuration theory. 
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The core model will borrow some terminology from Kelley ( 19 7 3 ) .  As in 

his system, causal agents can be actors or entities. Actors are, of course, 

p eop le; and entities are non-human things. However, an entity can be a 

sp ecific, non-human thing, such as an automobile or an animal, or it can be 

a comp lex configuration of sp ecific entities and/or p ersons . For example, a 

cocktail p arty is a situation which consists of a number of actors ( host, 

hostess, friends, acquaintances, etc. ) and entities ( drinks, food, too few 

chairs, etc . ) .  Such comp lex entities will be called situations. So the 

term, entity, will refer to both sp ecific, individual entities and to 

situations. Also, the word agent will be used to refer generically to any 

p ossible or actual causal agent, be it actor, sp ecific entity or situation. 

The first major assumption of the core model is that p eop le observe the 

world and store their observations as p robability statements. For most 

events that they are aware of observers will devel op some imp ression of how 

likely those events are, across a variety of circumstances. For examp le, 

peop le have an imp ression of how likely snowstorms are, and they will remark 

if in a p articular year snowstorms are more frequent .than usual. This will 

occur without any conscious attempt to systematically rec9rd and comp are the 

frequencies of snowstorms. These imp ressions of likelihood are not always 

accurate but they are there and peop le sp ontaneously make statements about 

them. The core model assumes that these beliefs about the general 

p robabilities of events are stored as unconditional p robabilities, of the 

form p ( event) X. The core model assumes further that observes note that 

the p robabilities of some events are higher in the p resence of some agents 

than they are in the p resence of others. For example, snowstorms are more 

p robable given the p resence of clouds than they are in the p resence of 

sunshine . These observations are stored in the form of conditional 



probabilities, p( event/A) x. 

· Integration 6 

Observers are capable of storing 

probabilities involving multiple conditions as well . For example, they may 

have some impression of p( accident/rain n night("\ narrow road) . These 

probability statements, which summarize past experience and can be used to 

predict future events, are also used by observers as a basis for labelling 

actors and entities and for attributing cause . 

Labelling Actors and Entities 

One assumption of the core model is that the labelling of actors and 

entities is intimately related to the attributing of cause . Therefore, it 

is useful to discuss this labelling process before discussing cause. Labels 

which ar� applied to actors will be called dispositions; those applied to 

entities will be called constraints. 

Dispositions. The assignment of dispositions to actors begins with 

observers perceiving reliable associations between specific individuals and 

certain events or behaviours. These associations are stored as 

probabilities. Observers notice that Jack Smith, for instance, often gets 

into arguments. This can be stored as, p( argument/Jack Smith) = . 7 5 .  On 

the other hand, Jack's brother Bill seldom gets into arguments, or, 

p ( argument/Bill Smith) . 05 .  In addition, observers can compare 

probabilities and notice whether the probability of an event, given the 

presence of a particular actor, is greater or less than the unconditional 

probability of the event . If p( argument) = .45 , then Jack Smith is above 

this norm and Bill Smith is below it . 

When obserV-ers perceive that the probability of an event, given a 

particular actor, is greater or less than the unconditional probability, 

they tend to say that that person has a certain trait or disposition. They 

label Jack Smith as "argumentative" and Bill Smith as "nice". Such 
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assertions seem to provide some observers with the feeling that they 

"understand" Jack and Bill Smith . The actions of the Smith brothers are 

"explained" by the fact that they have certain traits or· dispositions . But 

these are pseudo- explanations . They are really just labels which reflect 

observers' beliefs about the past and future behaviours of the individuals 

observed. A general definition of disposition will now be given . So far, 

the only events discussed here have been human behaviours. However, other 

kinds of events might also be associated with an individual, for example, a 

car crash . For this reason, this general definition is stated in terms of 

events, rather than in terms of the particular kind of event which is of 

most interest here, human behaviour. 

An actor is said to have a DISPOSITION if : 

p ( event/actor) r p( event) 

It is further assumed that the greater the deviation of the actor's 

probability from the unconditional probability, the stronger the actor's 

disposition is perceived to be . For example, if the p( argument/Jack Smith) 

. 7 5 ,  the p( argument/Bill Bailey) = . 9 5 ,  and the unconditional probability 

of argument is . 45 ,  then observers will say that Bill Bailey is more 

argumentative than Jack Smith. This gives a second definition. 

The perceived STRENGTH. OF AN ACTOR' S DISPOSITION is directly 

proportional to: 

lp( event/actor) - p( event) I 

This model of the nature of dispositions allows observers to perceive 

individual actors as influencing the probabilities of events. A particular 

actor can be perceived to have a disposition which make� a particular kind 

of event very probable, or to have a disposition which makes a particular 

kind of event very unlikely . In the former case the actor may be perceived 
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to be the cause of the event, in the latter the actor may be perceived to be 

preventing the occurrence of the event. These processes will be discussed 

more fully below when attributions are described . 

Different observers may assign differen� disposition labels to the same 

actor and these differences may come from a number of sources. Most 

obviously, if different observers have different beliefs about 

p( event/actor) they are likely to assign different dispositions. But 

differences in perceived p( event) could lead to different disposition 

labels, even when there is agreement upon p( event/actor) . This is because 

perceived dispositions depend upon variations around p( event) . Differences 

in the nature of disposition labels themselves could also influence the 

labelling process. Sometimes disposition labels designate quite obviously 

the particular behaviours being associat�d with an actor, eg. talkative. 

Very often though, the disposition term refers to a class of behaviours 

which are not clearly designated; eg. careless. When such general term� are 

used, observers will have to do more interpreting to determine if a 

particular behaviour fits into a class of behaviours.  This may lead to some 

variation between observers in what is stored and therefore in statements 

about what is stored. 

Presumably, observers' beliefs about the probabilities of certain 

behaviours, given a particular actor, develop over time. When observers ge t 

their first piece of information about an actor they establish probability 

statements about that individual. When subsequent information is received, 

by direct experience with the person or through indirect sources, the 

probability statements are adjusted appropriately . Sometimes the 

information about an individual may be rather fragmentary. For example, as 

one hears about Joe Smith from first one person and then another, and 
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another, the probability statements are developed by the successive pieces 

of information. In some cases, though, comprehensive probability statements 

about an individual may be acquired all at once. Stereotyping is just such 

a case. Stereotypes usually include statements about the physical 

characteristics 

statements about 

of the 

their 

individual 

typical or 

involved ( eg .  

most probable 

female, black) 

behaviours ( eg.  

and 

non-

dominant, musical) . On this model a stereotype is a collection of 

probability statements about the kinds of behaviours likely to be emitted by 

certain classes of people . Once a person is identified as belonging to a 

certain stereotj-ped group, a whole host of assumptions about behaviour 

probabilities is made . These behaviours are sometimes "explained" by 

stating that the person is a member of the stereotyped group, for example, 

"She acts that way because she is a women". This kind of explanation 

operates on the same basis as explaining behaviour in terms of dispositions. 

To the user it seems to explain, but it is really just a statement about the 

user's belief about the probability that some behaviour will occur . 

Constraints. The assignment of constraints to entities follows the 

same general principles as the assignment of dispositions to actors. 

Observers notice that actors tend to act in predictable ways when in the 

presence of certain entities . For example, there may be a great deal of 

audience laughter at a particular movie . The movie is therefore likely to 

be labelled a comedy . This constraint label indicates a certain probability 

of laughter associated with this particular movie . Such constraint labels 

are used when the probability of the event, given the presence of the 

entity, is different from the unconditional probability . The definitions 

for constraint labelling are therefore analogous to those for disposition 

labelling . 
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An entity is said to have a CONSTRAINT if : 

p( event/entity) r p( event) 

The perceived STRENGTH OF AN ENTITY'S CONSTRAINT is directly 

proportional to: 

lp( event/entity) - p( event) I 

Observers use constraint labels in the same way that they use 

disposition labels. They are based upon the probability statements which 

are used to summarize the past and predict the future. Constraint labels 

seem to provide explanations of events when they are really just summaries 

'of observations. Observers get their beliefs about constraints from both 

direct experience and by being informed by other people . Those beliefs can 

come from a cumulation of experiences or from a single overall statement 

analogous to the stereotype. For example the "stereotypical.'' haunted 

mansion has a whole host of human behaviours and other events associated 

with it . Observers assume that the constraint of an entity makes particular 

events very likely or very unlikely . In the former case the entity may be 

seen as the cause of the event , in the latter case the entity may be seen as 

preventing or inhibiting the occurrence of the event. 

The process of labelling agents with dispositions or constraints is 

analogous to attributing dispositions as that process is described by Jones 

and Davis ( 1 9 65 ) . It has just been shown that in the core model this is 

based upon stored probability statements. Shortly it will be shown that 

causal attributions can also be dealt with in terms of probabilities. One 

important advantage of the core model is that both kinds of attributions are 

reduced to a common basis, probabilities . With this common basis it can be 

seen that the two kinds of attributions operate in close cooperation with 

one another. 
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This discussion of dispositions and constraints has given an important 

place to the idea of the unconditional probability of an event . This idea 

is vague and useful theoretically but may be difficult to define precisely 

in an operational way. Presumably there are population norms for smiling, 

walking, talking, weeping, etc. , but measuring these norms across all actors 

and all entities is practically impossible . 

observers will probably not be aware of 

In addition , any group of real 

the true probabilities of the 

occurrence of events, but will have only beliefs , which they have acquired 

through their own experiences. Researchers interested in exploring the 

specifics of perceived norms and their relationship to dispositions, 

constraints , and their relative strengths, would have to empirically 

establish the local norms of the populations they are using. Researchers 

not interested in that particular question but who want to manipulate 

strength of disposition or constraint, or who want to establish perceived 

constraints or dispositions, will have to work on a trial and error basis. 

For example , to establish in observers' minds the perception that an actor 

is dour, the actor, when presented to observers, would have to exhibit 

extreme behavioural signs of dourness, to ensure that the population norm 

( whatever it might be) is avoided . Trial and error and manipulation checks 

could refine this process. 

A summry of this discussion of labelling with dispositions and 

constraints goes as follows. Observers store information about their 

observations in the form of probability statements. These statements are 

used to label actors with dispositions and entities with constraints. These 

disposition and constraint labels are treated as explanations by most 

observers, but are really just verbal labels attached to probabi lity 

statements which summarize beliefs. The cognitive mechanisms for 
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establishing and using probability statements are the same for both 

dispositions and constraints, the only difference is in the kinds of agents 

referred to. 

Attributing Causes of Events 

A major assumption of the core model is that when observers make causal 

attributions they base the attributions upon the same kind of stored 

probability statements that they use when labelling dispositions and 

constraints. This assumption provides a basis for integrating the two parts 

of Kelley' s theory, as will be shown below, and provides a point of contact 

between attribution theory and theories dealing with labelling processes 

such as stereotypes ( eg. , Buss and Clark, 1 9 8 3 ) . 

Observers base their causal attributions upon these stored 

probabilities because their concept of cause is based upon predictability . 

If the presence of an agent is a reliable predictor that a certain kind of 

event is likely to occur, observers will be prepared to state that that 

agent caused the event. For example, if observers notice repeatedly that 

when 
0 

the temperature ( an agent) is below 0 C, water turns to ice, they are 

prepared to say that the cold caused the ice to form . This basis for 

assigning cause is far from perfect. For example, the ancients discovered 

that the act of throwing a virgin into an overly active volcano was usually 

followed, sooner or later, by a return to the normal level of volcanic 

activity. They therefore assumed that it was the sacrifice which caused the 

return to normal . They did not adopt the interpretation that the volcano 

would have returned to normal, sacrifice or no sacrifice. The repeated co-

occurrence of the two events was sufficient to convince them of cause . 

Extended observation and experimentation my lead to an improved 

understanding of what the "real" causes of an event are, and may even lead 
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to complicated scientific theories involving chains of causes, but the 

intuitive practice of the naive observer is to base statements of cause upon 

predictability. 

Given th�t observers base their causal attributions upon 

predictability, and that predictability is based upon stored probability 

statements, it follows that the information in the probability statements is 

used to make causal attributions. The basic mechanics of that process are 

as follows. It has already been established that observers store 

information about the unconditional probabilities of events, p( event) ; and 

conditional probabilities of events, p( event/agent) . If observers believe 

that p( event/agent) is greater than p( event) , they have a basis for 

predicting that the event will occur. For example, if I store the 

information that people seldom stare at me on the street, p( stare) = . 001;  

but that people stare at me a great deal when I wear my clown suit on the 

street, p ( stare/clown suit) .9 9 9 ;  then I can predict that if I wear my 

clown suit people will stare at me. Further, I will conclude that it is the 

clown suit which causes the staring . In essence, if the stored 

probabilities suggest that the presence of an agent is an indication that 

there is an above normal level of probability that a particular kind of 

event will occur, and on a particular occasion that event occurs in the 

presence of that agent, observers are prepared to state that in that 

particular case the agent caused the event. 

Once such a causal agent is identified observers usually feel that they 

have an adequate explanation for the occurrence of the event. That agent is 

a sufficient cause of the event . 

holds. 

Given this, the following definition 
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An agent will be perceived to be a SUFFICIENT CAUSE of an event 

when: 

p( event/agent) > p( event) 

If there is only one agent present, and that agent is a sufficient 

cause of the event, observers will accept it as the cause. But in most 

cases there are multiple agents available and the decision about cause is 

not that simple. When several agents are available, observers will scan the 

probability statements for each of those agents and name as the cause of the 

event the agent whose presence is the best predictor of the event. For 

example if a teacher is writing on the blackboard with his back to the class 

and is hit on the back of the head with a piece of chalk, he must decide 

which of his several students is the cause of the thrown chalk. He has 

several possibilities, looking over his beliefs about the past behaviours 

associated with each of his pupils. Little Willie Frolic has never done 

anything bad in his life ( at least in the mind of the teacher) so p( chalk 

missle/Willy) . 001 . Mary Smith is a more likely suspect, p( chalk 

missle /Mary Smith) . 40 .  But she is not nearly as bad as her brother, 

Jack, p( chalk missle/Jack Smith) . 9 9 .  Jack Smith has the highest 

probability and is therefore the most likely cause. The teacher will 

probably blame his for the chalk missle . 

In some case, though, an agent may not be a predictor that the event is 

more likely than usual, the agent may be a predictor that the event is less 

likely than usual. Observers will be prepared to believe that such agents 

tend to cause the event not to occur, that such agents tend to prevent the 

occurrence of the event . For example, low temperatures generally predict 

that ice cream sales will be less than average, so observers will be 

prepared to attribute lower sales on a particular occasion to the cold 
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weather ( if the cold weather is present on that occasion) . This leads to 

the following definition. 

An agent will be perceived to be a SUFFICIENT PREVENTOR of an 

event when 

p( event/agent) < p( event) 

In situations in which several preventors are available, observers will 

tend to assign blame for the below normal occurrence of the event to the 

preventor which is the best predictor of non- occurrence. 

Observers will attempt to make causal attributions which are consistent 

with all of the stored relevant probability statements, but sometimes an 

event occurs which is not consistent with the stored information . If an 

event occurs ( or does not occur) which is contrary to the expectations 

provided by the stored probability statements, observers will tend to deal 

with this unexpected occurrence in one of three ways� The first is to 

accept the event as unexpected and to attribute it to luck, chance, 

circumstances, or some other ill- defined or hypothetical agent . The second 

course is to revise the probability statements for one or more of the agents 

present. 

the event. 

The revised probability statement( s) can then be used to explain 

This revision of probability statements involves a change in a 

perceived disposition or constraint of an agent. The third alternative for 

observers faced with events which are contrary to expectations is to make 

use of agents which are present but about which little is known . For 

example, suppose Kent is known to be a very poor tennis player and engages 

in a match with a new club member about whom nothing is known . If Kent 

wins, people will immediately attribute the disposition, " poor tennis 

player", to the new club member, even if they have never seen him play. In 

the core model this means they will establish a probability statement for 
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the new member, perhaps p( win/new member) = .O S.  Observers prefer to apply 

this attribution to this hitherto unknown person than to revise their 

beliefs ( probabilities) about Kent, in order to explain the win. These 

latter two methods of dealing with unexpected events involve the formation 

and/or change of attributions of dispositions ( or constraints) , a topic 

treated in Jones and Davis' ( 1 9 6 5 )  theory of attributions. 

Now that the basic processes for attributing cause have been described, 

the implications for more complex situations can be considered. To do this , 

situations involving two agents will be analysed , for illustrative purposes, 

because they are relatively easy to understand. The same basic principles 

can be applied to three or more agents. A further advantage of illustrating 

using two agents is that Kelley's theories are, for the most part, also 

stated in terms of two agents, so the correspondences between the core model 

and Kelley's will be clearer. 

The following analysis will show that attributions can be classified 

into four basic types, and that each type is characterized by a particular 

core pattern of probability statements . When two agents are involved 

( represented by A and B) , and they are known to the observers ( i . e .  

observers have stored probability statements about them) , the patterns are 

made up of four probability statements, p( event) , p( event/A) , p( event/B) and 

p( event/An B) . It is the relative magnitudes of these probabilities which 

are crucial in determining which attributions are made . 

The general rules that observers follow when determining attributions 

will now be described. These general rules will be described for situations 

in which observers 
IC.'l,.f\ !r.l, � ._11 

. have observed an event and now wish to.-e*fi1:0:11,.t it. 

Below, it will be shown that the same general logic is used when the non-

occurrence of an event is to be explained . When asked to explain an event 
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observers will scan their stored proba�ilities to determine if the 

occurrence of the event is predicted given the presence of both of the known 

agents. I n  other words they will check to see if p( event/A f"\ B) > 

p( event) . If this is so, they then scan their probabilities to see which of 

the known agents, alone or in combination, best predicts the occurrence or 

of the event . The agent or agents which is ( are) the best predictor( s) will 

be named as the cause( s) . If the initial scan shows that this event is not 

predicted given the presence of the known agents, i . e .  p( event) > p( event/A n 

B) , observers will use one of the three explanations for unexpected events 

which were described above, attribute to chance, change perceived 

dispositions and/or constraints, or attribute to an unknown agent. Of the 

four types of attribution to be described here, the first three involve 

expected events and yield attributions in terms of the known agents. The 

fourth pattern involves unexpected events. 

Type I. Single Caus e .  The pattern of probabilities for this type of 

attribution is: 

1 .  p( event/A) � p( event/A/1 B) > p( event) 

2 .  p ( event/A) > p( event/B) 

Given this pattern of stored information, and the knowledge that the event 

occurred while A and B were present, observers will make their causal 

attributions as follows. A scan of the probabilities in Statement 1 shows 

that p( event/Af\ B) > p( event) . This shows that the event is predictable in 

these circumstances and a caus al explanation in terms of the known agents 

present is possible . Now observers must decide which specific agent or 

combination of agents is the actual cause of the event . Another scan of 

Statement 1 shows that p( event/A) > p( event) and p( event/AA B) > p( event) . 

Thus both A and A f\ B are sufficient causes of the event . However, 
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statement 1 shows that in some cases p( event/A) > p( event/A/1 B) . When this 

happens A is preferred over An B as the cause because it is the better 

predictor . of the �vent. Statement 1 also shows that in some cases 

p( event/A) 

B as the 

p( event/A () B) . When this occurs A is still preferred over Afl 

cause . This is because the core model assumes that when two 

probability statements provide equal predictability, observers will choose 

the one with fewer conditionals as the cause of the event. This is not only 

parsimonious, but also, the one with fewer conditionals is the better 

general predictor of the event across a variety of circumstances. The two 

conditionals . mean that this prediction is restricted to cases in which both 

agents are present and this set of circumstances will usually be smaller 

than the set in which only one agent is present . So the scan of statement 1 

shows that A is preferred as the cause over A f'\ B.  A scan of statement 2 

shows that p( event/A) > p( event/B) . Again A will be preferred as the cause 

because it is the better predictor. So, given the Type I pattern of 

probabilities, observers will name agent A as the cause of the event . 

An example of observations fitting Type I is as follows. Suppose the· 

event to be explained is the fact that Jack got a good catch of fish in a 

particular creek this morning . Jack is one agent and the creek is the 

other. Suppose that 

probability of getting 

Suppose also that the 

the observers believe that if one goes fishing the 

a good catch is about 5 0 -50,  or, p ( event) = . 50 .  

observers believe, on the basis of their own 

experiences and from talking to others, that when people fish in this 

particular creek the probability of a good catch is relatively low, p(good 

catch/creek) . 20 . In other words this creek is a poor fishing hole . 

Suppose that the observers believe that Jack is a good fisherman, from their 

own observations and from talking to Jack and others. This might be 
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represented as , p( good catch/Jack) .9 5 .  Finally, suppose the observers 

believe that when Jack has fished in this particular creek in the past he 

has done very well , p( good catch/creek n Jack) = . 80 .  When asked to name 

the cause of Jack' s good catch this morning the observers will scan their 

probabilities and find that they fit the essentials of Type I .  

1 .  p ( event/Jack) . 9 S  > p( event/Jack I\ creek) = . 8 0  > p( event) . SO 

2 .  p( event/Jack) . 9 S > p( event/creek) = .20  

Jack will therefore be named as the cause because the presence of Jack is 

the best predictor of the event . The choice of Jack can be determined 

strictly by looking at the probabilities, but if observers were asked to 

explain their attributions they would probably reply somewhat as follows. 

This is a really bad fishing creek but Jack got a good catch in it today for 

the same reason he usually does, he is a really good fisherman. 

Although this particular example has concerned the predictable 

occurrence of an event, p( event/Jackn creek) > p( event) , the same logic can 

be found in cases involving a predictable non-occurrence of an event . In 

these latter cases, p( event) > p( event/AI\ B) and , as predicted by this 

probability statement, the event did not occur on this occasion in these 

circumstances. The logic of this kind of interpretation can be demonstrated 

by modifying the example of Jack and the fishing creek. In the previous 

example p( event/Jackn creek) = . 80 > p( event) = . SO .  Suppose that instead 

it happens that 

elements of the 

p( event/creek) 

p( event) =- . SO >  p( event/Jack fl creek) = . 30 .  The other 

example 

. 20 .  

can be left unaltered , p( event/Jack) .9 S, 

Suppose that this morning Jack did not get a good 

catch. That these circumstances represent a Type I pattern is best seen if 

the event is redefined to be the lack of a good catch . Given this, 

p( event/Jack) . OS ,  p( event/creek) = . 80 ,  p( event/Jack � creek) = . 70 and 
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p( event) . 50 .  This information is easily rearranged to show that it is 

congruent with Type I .  

1 .  p( event/creek) 

.50 

. 80 > p( event/creek 

2 .  p( event/creek) = . 80 > p( event/Jack) = . SO 

Jack) = . 70 > p( event) 

This pattern of probabilities suggests that Jack' s poor catch today 

will be attributed to the fact that the creek is a poor fishing place. If 

asked to explain this .. attribution, observers would probably reply that 

although Jack is generally a good fisherman he , like everyone else, does 

poorly in this creek because it is a poor fishing place . Today ' s poor catch 

is due to the poor nature of the creek . 

This example shows that the Types being described in the core model 

apply to both the occurrence and non-occurrence of events. In the first 

fishing creek example Jack was a sufficient cause of the event, 

p( event/Jack) . 9 5 > p( event) . 5 0 ,  and the creek was a sufficient 

preventer of the event , p( event) = . 50 > p( event/creek) = . 20 .  However, in 

that first example , when Jack and the creek had come together in the past , 

it was Jack who had had the more potent influence upon the outcome, as is 

shown by, p( event/Jack n creek) = . 80 > p( event) = . 50 .  Thus when the event 

occurred this time it is attributed to Jack. In the second fishing creek 

example Jack is still a sufficient cause , p( event/Jack) = . 9 5 > p( event) 

. 50 ,  and the creek is still a sufficient preventer, p( event) = . 50 > 

p( event/creek) = . 20 ,  but now it is the creek which has been the most potent 

influencer of events in the past , as is shown by , p( event) = . 50 > 

p( event/Jack A creek) . 30 .  Jack' s lack of a good catch this time is 

consistent with these past events and so the poor catch is attributed to the 

creek. 
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Although the two core statements for Type I specify the essentials for 

that type , there are several variations of it. The core statements do not 

state explicitly the relationship between p( event/B) and any of the other 

probabilities except that p( event/A) > p ( event/B) . Therefore, p( event/B) 

could assume any of several relationships with p( event) and p( event/A ll B) . 

Three variants upon the core statements, beginning with that used in the 

fishing creek example are: 

p( event/A) > p( event/A � B) > p( event) > p( event/B) 

p( event/A) > p ( event/An B) > p( event/B) > p( event) 

p( event/A) > p( event/B) > p( event/At"l B) > p( event) 

In all of these , and their non- occurrence equivalents, agent A alone will be 

named as the cause of the event . 

Type II. Synergy. The core pattern of probabilities for this type is: 

p( event/A� B) > p ( event/A) , p( event/B) , p( event) 

In this pattern.the only requirement is that p( event/A·n B) be greater than 

all of the other probabilities. No particular relationship is required 

between any of the others. Since p( event/A A B) > p( event) this event is 

predictable in these circumstances and observers will look for a causal 

explanation in terms of the known agents present. Scanning the 

probab ilities shows that p( event/A� B) is greater than all of the others, 

and therefore the best predictor of the event . The event is therefore 

attributed to the joint presence of the two agents. 

An example of Type II goes as follows. Suppose Melda and Melvin are 

two children who got into trouble this morning by painting a cat with blue 

paint. The event to be explained is this mischief . Suppose the observers 

have the following stored probabilities. Generally speaking, Melda is a 

good little girl, p( mischief/Melda) = . 20 ,  and Melvin is a good little boy, 
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p ( mischief/Melvin) . 25 .  Suppose that in general children get into 

mischief more often than these two angels, p( mischief) = . 3 5 .  However, in 

the past, when Melda and Melvin have played together, they have got into 

quite a bit of mischief, p( mischief/Melda (\ Melvin) . 65 .  These 

probabilities can be arranged to show that they fit the pattern for Type II: 

p( event/Meldaf'\ Melvin) = . 6 5 > p( event/Melda) = . 20 ,  p( event/Melvin) = . 25 ,  

p ( event) = . 35 .  The event is therefore best predicted by the joint presence 

of the two agents and they will be named as the cause. If the observers 

were the distraught parents they would probably mumble something about the 

two being bad influences upon each other and that if you can only keep them 

apart they are no trouble . It is the confluence of the two agents which is 

responsible for the mischief . 

As long as p ( event/A (\ B) is the highest probability present the 

conditions for Type II are met. Some variations on it, beginning with that 

for the Melvin and Melda example, are as follows: 

p( event/A (\ B) > p( event) > p( event/A) > p( event/B) 

p( event/AI) B) > p( event/A) > p( event) > p( event/B) 

p ( event/Af\ B) > p( event/A) > p( event/B) > p( event) 

In all of these variations the event will be attributed to the joint 

presence of the two agents. 

An interesting characteristic of Type II patterns is that they suggest 

some sort of synergy between the agents. In all of these patterns the two 

agents together give outcomes which are quite different from ( or at least 

more extreme than) what is normally associated with the agents taken 

individually. Examples from every day life include two mediocre hockey 

players who, when put on the same line, "click" to produce above average 

play; a married couple who get no enjoyment from anyone but each other, and 
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a graduate student and a professor who argue with one another incessantly 

but are on very good terms with everyone else . In all of these examples 

there is synergy because the whole is different from the sum of the parts. 

When preventors are involved in a Type II pattern the basic logic is 

the same but "anti- synergy" is involved. Events which are expected to occur 

when the two agents are individually present are less likely to occur when 

both are present. For example, all-star hockey teams are noted for 

consistently doing more poorly than is expected based upon the individual 

performances of the players involved. The unexpectedly poor performance of 

a star player on the team cannot be explained by referring to incompetence 

on the part of team- mates, for they are all stars as well. Most 

explanations of such things involve the idea that these individuals do not 

play well together. 

Type III. Redundancy. The core pattern for this �ype of attribution 

is: 

p( event/A) = p( event/B) ;::::, p( event/A t\ B) > p( event) 

This third type is characterized by a single probability pattern for which 

there are no variations. The probabilities for the two single agents are 

equal and they are the best predictors of the event . They will be named as 

the causes of the event by observers because they are the best predictors 

and because this event is predictable in these circumstances, p( event/A� B) 

> p( event) . 

An example of Type III is as follows. The event to be explained is an 

argument between two people . It is known that these two people, when they 

meet, are much more likely to argue than are other people , p( argument/Maryn 

Mike) . 50 > p( argument) = . 05 .  It is also known that Mary and Mike are, 

individually , very argumentative people , p( argument/Mary) . 50 
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p( argument/Mike) . When asked why Mary and Mike argued on this particular 

day observers may say , "They're argumentative", or , "They always do , they 

just have to argue no matter who they meet." Alternately observers may 

focus on one or the other of the agents as the cause and name that one . 

Relatively transitory factors such as salience and attention can affect 

which agent is focused upon and therefore how the causal attributions are 

made . Type III is called redundancy because two equally acceptable causal 

explanations are available and are redundant with each other. The logic for 

preventors in this Type is essentially the same as it is for causes, as it 

was in the first two types. 

Type IV. Surprise. 

attribution is: 

The pattern of probabilities for this type of 

p( event) > p( event/A n B) 

The core statement defining Type IV attributions shows that the presence of 

agents A and B predicts that the event has a less than usual probability of 

occurrence. In other words the presence of the two agents is a sufficient 

preventer of the event because in the past there has been a predictable non

occurrence of the event in the presence of the two agents. But on this 

occasion the event has occurred , despite their presence . This surprise 

event is therefore not explainable in terms of the known characteristics of 

these agents. Given that the event is unpredicted and therefore cause 

cannot be attributed to the agents as they are perceived at present, 

observers will turn to one of the three strategies for unexpected events 

which were described earlier; to attribute to chance or some other ill

defined agent, to attribute to an unknown agent , or to change beliefs about 

the dispositions and/or constraints of known agents. 
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An example of a Type IV attribution can be seen by slightly modifying 

the second fishing creek example used above . In that example, p( good 

catch/Jack) . 9 5 , p( good catch/creek) = �  20 , p( good catch/Jack n creek) = 

. 30,  and p(good catch) .so . These probabilities will form a Type IV 

pattern if it is assumed that on this occasion Jack gets a good catch ( when 

this example was used above as a variant of Type I ,  it was assumed that 

Jack , as expected, did not get a good catch) . In the Type IV version Jack, 

against expectations , gets a good catch . In other words, p ( event) > 

p( event/A f\ B) . This unexpected event cannot be explained in terms of the 

known agents, so observers will turn to one of the three courses of action 

outlined above for unexpected events. They might say that Jack got lucky 

today , or that an unknown agent ( perhaps a new lure that Jack bought 

yesterday) caused the good catch, or that somehow Jack or the creek changed. 

It might be decided that, after all, Jack is a good enough fisherman to get 

a good catch in this creek. 

It is important to notice the difference between Type IV attributions 

� 
and the preventor versions of Types I to III. In Type IV patterns pn event 

is predicted not to occur but it does anyway. Observers therefore cannot 

explain the event on the basis of the information which led them to believe 

in the first place that the event would not occur. In the preventor 

versions of Types I to III an event is predicted not to occur and it does 

not occur. This non- occurrence can be explained in terms of the information 

which was used to predict it . 

There are many variants upon the Type IV pattern because the core 

pattern is so simple . Here are some of them . 



p( event) > p( event/A 11 B) > p( event/A) > p( event/B) 

p( event) > p( event/A� B) > p( event/A) p( event/B) 

p( event) > p( event/A) > p( event/B) > p( event/A f) B) 

Summary of the Core Model 

The essence of the core model is as follows: 
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1 .  Observers store information about events and agents as probability 
statements. 

2 .  These probability statements serve as summaries of past events, 
predictors of future events and are used by observers to "explain" 
events. 

3 .  If the presence of an agent is a predictor that a particular event 
is more or less likely than usual to occur, observers label the 
agent with a disposition if it is a human and a constraint if it 
is an entity or situation . 

4 .  The better the agent is as a predictor, the stronger will be the 
disposition or constraint assigned to that agent. 

5 .  Observers base their attributions of cause on the ability of their 
stored probability statements to predict events. 

·
6 .  If an agent is a predictor of an event it is a sufficient cause of 

the event and if an agent is a predictor that the event is 
unlikely to occur it is a sufficient preventer of the event. 

7 .  When asked about the causes of events observers will scan their 
stored probabilities concerning the agents present when the events 
occurred. 

8 .  If an event is predictable given the presence of the agents, 
observers will name the agent or combination of agents with the 
highest probability of association with the event, as the cause of 
the event. 

9 .  If an event is not predictable given the presence of the known 
agents , observers will: 

a. attribute to chance or other vague agents 
b. attribute to agents about which little is known 
c.  revise their probability ·statements about the constraints 

and/or dispositions of agents. 

10 . The many possible patterns of stored probability statements can be 
classified into four Types. Each Type leads to a particular kind 
of attribution when observers use the rules just stated in 7 ,  8 
and 9 .  The Types and their associated attributions are summarized 
in Figure 1 .  



Insert Figure 1 about here 

Configuration Theory 
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The core model will now be shown to be a basis for Kelley's 

configuration theory. After this is accomplished the same will be done for 

Kelley's covariation theory so that Kelley's two theories will be 

integrated. 

According to Kelley ( 1 9 7 3 ) , configuration theory applies when observers 

must make attributions after only a single observation of the event . But 

Kelley points out that in such circumstances the observers are seldom 

completely ignorant, they have observed similar events before and have some 

notions of the causal processes involved . It is by using this stored 

knowledge that observers are able to make attributions. 

The core model assumes that this knowledge which is relevant to the 

·interpretation of the event is stored by observers as probabilities. These 

probabilities are used by observers to derive attributions in the ways 

described above. The various concepts of configuration theory will now be 

restated in terms of the core model. 

Plausible Cause. Facilitative Cause. Sufficient Cause 

These three terms are synonymous in the core model. The way in which 

Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  uses the term plausible cause suggests that a plausible cause 

is an agent which is perceived by observers to be capable of causing the 

event . Therefore, when observers are looking for a causal explanation for 

the event, they will find this agent a likely candidate. In the core model 

an agent will be considered as a cause for an event when p( event/agent) > 

p( event) . This is also the definition of a sufficient cause . It 

essentially states the assumption of the core model that perceptions of 
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cause are based upon predictability and an agent which is a predictor of an 

event can be seen as the cause of the event. Thus, to say that an agent is 

a plausible cause of an event is the same as saying that it is a sufficient 

cause . When Kelley ( 1 97 3 )  uses the term facilitative cause it refers to an 

agent which acts as a force to cause the event to occur. In the core model, 

this is also the same as saying that the agent is a sufficient cause . Given 

the synonymy of these three terms, the following definition holds . 

An agent will be labelled a PLAUSIBLE CAUSE , FACILITATIVE CAUSE or 

a SUFFICIENT CAUSE when: 

p ( event/agent) > p( event) 

Inhibitory Cause. Sufficient Preventor 

According to Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  an inhibitory cause is one which acts to 

suppress the occurrence of the event. In the core model this means that 

observers believe that this particular agent tends to be associated with the 

less than usual occurrence of the event . This is essentially the same as 

the core model's definition of a sufficient preventor, so the following 

definitions holds. 

An agent will be labelled an INHIBITORY CAUSE or a SUFFICIENT 

PREVENTOR when: 

p ( event) > p( event/agent) . 

Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  uses the idea of the causal schema to represent the 

cognitive structures of observers which are used to organize information 

while making attributions. The frameworks of these schemata provide 

structures into which observers put isolated bits of information in order to 

organize them into meaningful patterns from which attributions can be made. 

These schemata will now be analyzed in terms of the core model . 



Multiple Necessary Causes 
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In this schema , "Both causes must be present or favourable if an effect 

is to occur, " (Kelley , 1 9 7 3 ) . In the core model this is an extreme case of 

Type II , Synergy, as can be seen when the probabilities implied by Kelley's 

statement of the schema are examined. First, the event will not.occur if 

only one of the agents is present , or , p( event/A) = 0 ,  p ( event/B) = 0 .  

Second, when both agents are present the event always occurs, p( event/An B) 

1 . 0 .  The only thing missing is a value for p( event) . It is safe to 

assume that the events which most observers will encounter will have a 

probability of occurrence less than 1 . 0  and more than 0 ,  so p( event/A l'l B) 

1 . 0  > p ( event) . The four probability statements just listed can be easily 

arranged to show that they fit the Type II pattern. This yields the 

following definition. 

Agents A and B are MULTIPLE NECESSARY CAUSES of an event when: 

p ( event/A � B) - 1 . 0  > p( event) > p( event/A) = p( event/B) = 0 . 0 .  

Thus, in the core model Kelley's multiple Necessary Cause schema is a 

particular example of the Type II pattern of probabilities. The advantage 

of the core model is that it not only allows a statement of multiple 

necessary causes which is as clear and elegant as Kelley's, it also shows 

that there is a family of related schemata or probability patterns, some of 

which may deserve investigation. Not all of the related patterns will be as 

easily understood as the one identified by Kelley. 

Multiple Sufficient Cause 

According to Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  this schema occurs when there is more than 

one cause present and each is alone capable of causing the event . 

Translated into the core model, this yields the following definition . 

Agents A and B are MULTIPLE SUFFICIENT CAUSES of an event when: 



p( event/A) , p ( event/B) > p ( event) 
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The multip le sufficient causes schema cannot be tied as uniquely to one 

of the four basic p robability patterns as the multiple necessary causes 

schema could be . Some variants of the Typ e I pattern will fulfill the 

defining condition of the multiple sufficient causes schema which is shown 

above . To be a T ype I pattern p ( event/A) must be greater than all of the 

other probabilities and p( event/A n B) > p( event) . Within these parameters 

it is quite p ossible for p( event/A) , p( event/B) > p ( event) , which is the 

requirement for multip le sufficient causes. But the p resence of the 

multip le sufficient causes schema is not essential for the Typ e  I p attern . 

In the Typ e II pattern , in which the only requirement is that p( event/A N B) 

is greater than all the other p robabilities, it may also happen that 

p ( event/A) , p ( event/B) > p( event) . But again, this is not an essential 

asp ect of the typ e .  The Type III pattern has only one version and an 

essential part of that pattern is that p ( event/A) = p ( event/B) and that 

these two p robabilities be greater than all of the other p robabilities , 

including p( event) . Thus, multip le sufficient causes is an essential asp ect 

of the Typ e III p attern of probabilities. The definition of Typ e IV 

p atterns is that p( event) > p ( event/A � B) . The required conditions for 

multiple sufficient causes can occur in such patterns but the schema is not 

an essential asp ect of the pattern. 

Given all of this, in the core model the multiple sufficient causes 

schema is most closely associated with the Typ e III p attern because it is 

the only one in which the schema plays an essential role . Although the core 

model can define the multip le sufficient causes schema in a very precise way 

it does not give it as unique a position as it does the multip le necessary 

causes schema. 
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Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  uses an example of task success to demonstrate the idea 

of compensatory causes. Using an actor and a task as the agents, and 

success on the task as the event, his model shows that characteristic s of 

the actor and task can trade off with each other to produce the event-. 

-

Figure 2 shows Kelley's ( 1 9 7 3 , p .  114) diagram representing this schema . 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

The event ( represented by E in the Figure) is the occurence of a 

successful outcome when a person of either high, medium or low ability works 

on a task that is difficult , moderate or easy to do. When a person of 

medium ab ility tackles a moderate task , E occurs. The person is successful. 

When a person of medium ability takes on difficult task , the event does not 

occur, the actor is unsuccessful. 

In the core model Kelley' s diagram serv.es the purpose of showing the 

probabilities of events associated with various disposition and constraint 

labels . These probabilities can be used to attribute cause , dispositions 

and/or constraint.s.  Bearing in mind that Kelley presented this 

oversimplified diagram for illustrative purposes, the core model will now be 

applied to it . This does not assume that the actual probabilities 

associated with the labels by real observers are as represented in this 

diagram . The actual probabilities would have to be determined empirically. 

In Figure 2 the following probabilities are represented. In the column 

for the difficult task , only one of the three cells has an E in it . In 

other words , p( E/difficult task) . 3 3 .  Analogous logic applies to the 

other two columns, so that if abbreviations are used to represent difficult 

moderate and easy tasks, 
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p( E/DT) . 3 3 ( DT difficult task) 

p ( E/MT) . 6 6 (MT moderate task) 

p( E/ET) 1 . 0  ( ET easy task) 

This kind of representation allows observers to do at least two things. 

First, if they notice that a particular task has a certain probability of 

success associated with it they can label it as difficult, moderate or easy, 

thus applying a constraint label . Second, if someone else informs observers 

that a task is moderate, for example, they can easily attach a probability 

of success statement and use it later to make attributions.  

The labels and probability statements for the dispositions of actors, 

as represented in the rows of Figure 2,  are as follows. 

p( E /IA) = . 3 3 

p( E/MA) = . 6 6 

p( E/HA) 1 . 0  

(LA = low ability) 

(MA = medium ability) 

(HA = high ability) 

The individual cells in the Figure can also be represented as 

probabilities.  

p( E/DTf.'\ HA) 
p( E/DTf'I MA) 
p( E/DTn IA) 
p ( E/MT n HA) 
p( E/MT 0 MA) 
p( E/MT n IA) 
p ( E/ET t\ HA) 
p( E/ETn MA) 
p( E/ETI) IA) 

1 . 0  
= 0 
= 0 
= 1 . 0  
= 1 . 0  

0 
1 . 0  
1 . 0  
1 . 0  

Finally, looking at all nine cells and their E's, 

p ( E) = . 6 6 

The core model assumes that all of these probabilities are stored by 

observers and can be used to make causal attributions. For example, if 

observers see a person who is labelled as having high ability succeed on a 
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task which is labelled high difficulty, the following probabilities will be 

consulted . 

p( E/HA) 1 . 0  = p ( E/HA � DT) > p(E) = . 6 6 > p( E/DT) = . 3 3 

This pattern is a variant of Type I in the core model and observers will 

name as the causal agent the one with the highest probability, namely the 

actor of high ability . If a person of low ability succeeded on a task that 

was difficult, the appropriate probabilities would be: 

p ( E) = . 6 6 > p( E/IA) = . 3 3 = p( E/DT) > p ( E/IA n  DT) = 0 

This is a variant of Type IV, surprise. Observers would say the person got 

lucky or perhaps decide that he or she has ability after all. Alternately 

some unknown agent might be invoked . 

Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  also shows that the compensatory causes schema can be 

used by observers to infer the characteristics of an unknown agent when the 

nature of the other agent and of the event are known. This process of 

inferring dispositions or constraints goes beyond the purely causal 

attributions aspects of Kelley' s theories and cannot be fully discussed in 

terms of the core model until the link between the core model and Jones and 

Davis' ( 1 9 6 5 )  theory is demonstrated. As stated earlier this goes beyond 

the confines of the present paper. However, since this inference process is 

an important use of this schema, the core model's explanation of it will be 

sketched briefly. The core model assumes that observers can compare 

probabilities and can use symmetry around the value of p ( E) to infer the 

characteristics of unknown agents. Suppose an agent of unknown ability 

succeeds at a difficult task . Observers will first assume that this event 

is indicative of the enduring characteristics of both the person and the 

task . They will assume that in past and future encounters , if any, the 

outcome would be the same. In other words they assume, p( E/Actor � DT) = 
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'l-
1 .  0 .  Taking this, and the probabilities available from Figure 1 ,  the 

observers now have the following probabilities to scan, 

p( E/actor " DT) = 1 . 0  > p ( E) = . 6 6 > p( E/DT) = .3 3 . 

There is no probability here for the unknown actor alone. The process of 

inferring a disposition for the actor involves the process of deciding what 

probability of success should be assigned to that person. The observers 

believe that the difficult task exerts an inhibitory or preventive influence 

upon success and for them the magnitude of that inhibition i.s represented by 

the difference between the overall probability of success, p ( E) = . 6 6 ,  and 

the probability of success given the difficult task , p (E/DT) = . 3 3 .  The 

inhibiting effect is thus represented by the value - . 33 . In order for the 

event to have occurred, the inhibitive effect of the task must have been 

overcome by the actor. The facilitative effect of the actor must, 

therefore , be equal to or greater than the inhibition and must act in the 

opposite direction. It must be a facilitative effect of
. 

+.33 . Given this, 

and the knowledge that p(E) = . 6 6 ,  the probability associated with the actor 

must be . 6 6 + . 3 3 1 . 0 .  The actor ' s ability disposition is therefore 

represented by the probability statement , p( E/Actor) = 1 . 0 .  Only one class 

of actors has this probability statement attached , actors labelled high 

ability. Observers will therefore infer that the unknown actor has high 

ability and was thus able to succeed at the difficult task. Notice that 

this inference process involves two attributions. The first is that the 

actor caused the success, the second is that the actor has the disposition, 

high ability. These two attributions are an integral part of the observers' 

explanatory processes. 

It is important to notice how the core model permits this facile 

operation of both dispositional and causal of attributions, simultaneously. 
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By r epresenting the concepts and processes in terms of probabilities, the 

whole model is seen to operate in an elegant and fluid manner . 

The cor e  model can also be used to show that the compensatory causes 

schema is not really an entirely new schema. It is really a representation 

of data which contains the simpler schemata of configuration theory.  

Depending 

will be 

on the circumstances one or the other of these simpler schemata 

appropriate. For instance, observers who see a successful event 

when a person of medium ability encounters a task of moderate difficulty, 

can draw from Figure 2 the following probabilities, p( E/MT () MA) = 1 . 0  > 

p( event) = p( E/MT) - p( E/MA) - . 6 6 .  This is a variant of a Type II pattern 

which is associated with the multiple necessary causes schema. Likewise, 

observers who see an actor of high ability having success on an easy task 

can draw upon the following probabilities, p( E/ET) = p( E/HA) = p( E/ET /l HA) 

1 . 0  > p ( event) = . 6 6 .  This is a variant of Type III, which is closely 

associated with the multiple sufficient causes schema. 

This discussion of the compensatory causes schema has shown that its 

workings can be entirely described in terms of the core model . The making 

of causal and dispositional attributions were described and the intimate 

cooperation of these pro� esses, when viewed in terms of the core model, 

pointed out. The core model also was used to show that the compensatory 

causes schema is a way of representing, simultaneously, other simpler 

schemata. 

There are two other important concepts in Kelley' s  configuration model, 

discounting and augmentation . These are not schemata, but rather phenomena, 

which occur because of the way in which configuration works.  
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Kelley ( 1 9 7 3 )  us es the term dis counting to refer to the fact that the 

more plaus ible caus es there are available for an event , the weaker will be 

the attribution to any one of thos e caus es .  In Kelley's example (Kelley, 

1973 , p. 113 ) , which is bas ed upon a s tudy by Thibaut and Riecken ( 19 5 5 ) , 

the obs erver has a choice of attributing to a particular actor or to a 

particular entity. If the actor is the only plaus ible caus e ,  the 

attributions to the actor are higher than if both the actor and the entity 

are plaus ible caus es . In Kelley's terms , the pres ence of the plaus ible 

e ntity caus es a dis counting of the attribution to the actor. Although in 

Kelley's example there is only a s ingle alternate plaus ible caus e , 

dis counting need not be res tricted to s uch cas es . There may be s everal 

alternate plaus ible caus es .  For example, if an airplane which is manned by 

a pilot who is known to be incompetent cras hes des pite the fact that the 

plane was in good repair , the weather was very good and the control tower 

was operating well that day , mos t obs ervers would attribute the cras h to the 

only plaus ible caus e available, the incompetent pilot . However, if the 

pilot was incompetent, the airplane was in poor repair, the weather was 

s tormy and the control tower was manned by inexperienced people , there are 

s everal plaus ible caus es available. The dis counting principle predicts that 

attribution to the pilot will be les s under the multiple plaus ible caus es 

than under the s ingle plaus ible caus e circums tances . A ques tion remains as 

to whether there will be more dis counting the more alternate plaus ible 

caus es there are . This could be checked empirically. Kelley's example of 

dis counting involves an actor as a focal age nt and an entity as the 

alternate plaus ible agent . But the focal agent could be an entity and the 

alternate agent a pers on. For example , when a faulty airplane cras hes the 
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cras h will be more s trongly attributed to the airplane when the pilot is 

competent than when the pilot is incompetent. 

In the core model, dis counting involves a comparis on of attribution 

Types I and III . This will be demons trated by contras ting the two examples 

of the fis hing creek which demons trate Types I and III res pectively . 

Suppos e the event to be explained is J ack's good catch in the creek this 

morning and the following probabilities had been previous ly s tored by 

obs ervers . 

p( good catch) = . 50 

p( good catch/creek) = . 20 

p( good catch/J ack) = . 9 5 

p( good catch/creek � J ack) . 80 

Thes e are the s ame probabilities as were used above to demons trate the Type 

I pattern and they therefore fulfill the bas ic conditions of Type I .  

1 .  

2 .  

p ( event/J ack) 

p( event/Jack) 

. 9 5 > p( event/J ack f) creek) = . 80 > p( event) 

. 9 5 > p( event/creek) = . 20 

. 50 

Obs ervers will therefore unequivocally attribute the good catch to J ack. 

Dis counting is demons trated when this s ituation is compared to a s imilar one 

in which there are two equally plaus ible caus es pres ent, rather than jus t 

one. In the fis hing example this comes about when the creek, rather than 

being an inhibitor of good catches , is a facilitative caus e equal to J ack. 

This is repres ented in probabilis tic terms by ass uming that p( good 

catch/creek) = . 9 5 ,  rather than . 20 ,  as was ass u.�ed for the Type I example . 

This change gives a s et of probabilities which fit Type III. 

p( event/J ack) p( event/creek) . 95 > p( event/J ack n creek) . 80 > 

p( event) = . SO 
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These probabilities show two equally plausible causes and observers must 

choose one, the other, or both, when stating their causal attributions. 

Some observers will say it is the creek, others that it is Jack, and others 

that it is both the creek and Jack. The average attribution to Jack in 

these circumstances will be less than it is with the Type I pattern because 

in Type I all of the observers will be attributing only to Jack. Stated in 

another way, discounting occurs when a Type I situation is converted into a 

Type III situation by adding plausible causes. 

D ISCOUNTING refers to the fact that when an agent is the single most 
plausible cause of an event, attributions to that agent will be greater 
than when that agent is only one of two or more equally most plausible 
causes. 

Au�entation 

Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  presents the augmentation principle as the opposite of 

the discounting principle . In discounting, an alternate agent which 

facilitates the occurrence of the event has the effect of reduci ng 

attributions to the focal agent . In augmentation, an alternate agent which 

inhibits the occurrence of the event has the effect of increasing 

attributions to the focal agent. In Kelley' s example, an actor who succeeds 

at a very difficult task ( the difficult task is a strong inhibitor of the 

occurrence of the event, success) receives stronger ability attributions 

than an actor who succeeds at a very easy task ( the easy task is not an 

inhibitor of the event, success) . 

A careful analysis of augmentation using the core model shows that it 

can involve a change in the locus of a causal attribution and/or a change in 

the nature of a disposition or constraint attributed to an agent. In order 

to deal with augmentation fully, then, another trespass into the realm of 

disposition and constraint attribution is necessary . In order to keep to 
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the prime theme of this paper, causal attributions, this trespass will be 

made as brief as possible . 

Kelley quite rightly pointed out that augmentation is based upon the 

compensatory causes sc hema, so the basic nature of augmentation can be 

demonstrated using Kelley's example of augmentation and the earlier 

discussion of compensatory causes. Kelley's example states that an actor 

who succeeds at a difficult task receives stronger ability attributions than 

an actor who succeeds at an easy task. The case of the actor of unknown 

ability succeeding at a difficult task was analyzed in the discussion of 

compensatory caus es above. In it, by assuming symmetry of potency of agents 

around p ( event) , it was shown that in order to balance the - . 33 associated 

with the difficult task, the observers had to attribute at least a + . 33 

potency to the actor. Given this, the p( event/actor) was at least 1 . 0 .  

Therefore the label, high ability, was applied to the actor. The second 

part of Kelley's example can also be analyzed in this way. In it an unknown 

actor has success at an easy task. Using the probabilities from Figure 1 

gives 

p( event/easy task) = 1 . 0  > p( event) = . 6 6 

Here, easy task is a sufficient cause of the event, by the definition of 

sufficient cause given earlier. Observers therefore have an event, an agent 

which is unknown ( the actor) and an agent which is a sufficient cause of the 

event ( the easy tas k) . Therefore they will choose the easy task as the 

cause of the success. This shows the first aspect of augmentation . In the 

case in which the task was difficult, the task was a sufficient preventor 

( inhibitory cause) of the event so observers had to turn to the unknown 

actor to explain the event. In order to say that the actor was the cause of 

th is 
the event they had to assume that the actor had high ability . In ·thei-r cas e 
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the available data demanded an interpretation which named the actor as the 

cause and the attribution of high ability to the actor . In the case of the 

easy task, however, the causal locus was most readily perceived to be the 

easy task, and no particular assumptions about dispositions of the actor 

were necessary . Observers could assume the actor to have low, medium or 

high ability, and it would not influence their causal attributions.  Given 

this pressure to name the entity as the cause, and the freedom to choose one 

of three dispositions for the actor, it follows that the case of easy task 

will have weaker attributions to the actor, both causal and dispositional . 

Another way of stating it is to say that when an event occurs in the 

presence of a known inhibitory agent and an unknown agent, observers must 

attribute the cause of the event to be the unknown agent if they are to 

avoid contradicting the knp wledge they have about the inhibitory agent . 

Further, they must attribute a disposition or a constraint to the unknown 

agent which is · of sufficient potency to overcome t�e inhibitory agent . 

Therefore the more inhibitory the one agent the more facilitory the other 

agent must be assumed to be . This is the crux of augmentation . 

AUGMENTATION refers to the fact that when an inhibitory agent and an 
unknown agent are present when an event occurs, the unknown agent will 
be named as the cause of the event and a facilitory disposition or 
constraint will be attributed to the unknown agent . The stronger the 
inhibitory influence of the inhibitory agent the stronger will be the 
facilitory disposition or constraint attributed to the unknown agent . 

The core model has the potential for allowing a more rigorous analysis 

of the relationship between augmentation and discounting than has so far 

been presented by anyone. The discussion here has shown that these two 

concepts, as described by Kelley, can be analyzed in terms of the core 

model. But several things coming out of that analysis suggest that the 

relationship between the two may not be as simple as is suggested by the 

statement that they are more or less opposites. For example, in discounting 
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all of the agents involved are known , they have probability statements 

attached to them by observers and therefore have established dispositions 

and/or constraints. In augmentation one of the agents is unknown and is 

therefore likely to have disposition or constraint labels ( and therefore 

probabilities) attached during the process of attribution. Also , in 

discounting only the assignment of a causal attribution is involved , while 

in augmentation both causal and disposition/constraint attributions are 

assigned . These· differences suggest that more theoretical analysis here 

will bear fruit. 

paper . 

However , such an analysis is beyond the scope of this 

This completes the discussion of Kelley's configuration theor y .  It has 

shown that the concepts of that theory can be reduced to the probability 

statements of the core model. In addition, the processes involved in 

attribution making can also be described by the core model. The multiple 

necessary causes scheme was shown to be an example of the Type II pattern of 

probabilities and the multiple sufficient causes schema was shown to be most 

closely related to Type III. The compensatory causes schema was shown to be 

made up of simpler schemata and its operation for attributing causes and 

dispositions/constraints described . Discounting was shown to result from a 

comparison of Types I and III. Augmentation was shown to involve both 

causal and dispositional/constraint attributions. Some differences between 

discounting and augmentation were made apparent by the use of the core 

model. · This statement of Kelley's configuration theory using the core model 

showed a clear and simple basis for it. In addition, several insights into 

the operation of configuration were provided. The most important of these 

is that in the cor e model, causal and disposition/constraint attribution 
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processes operate in close cooperation with one another in a fluid and 

elegant way .  

Covariation Theory 

Now Kelley's covariation theory will be analyzed in terms of the core 

model and this analysis will show that covariation theory and configuration 

theory a re very closely related. Although it is well known that they are 

related a nd several writers ( eg.  Kelley, 19 7 3 )  have mentioned close links, 

there has so far been no systematic demonstration of this. It will be shown 

here that the attributions described in the two models are based upon 

information that is stored by observers in the same form ( probabilities) , 

that the process by which attributions are formed from this information are 

the same ( comparison of probabilities) , that identical terminology can be 

applied to the two models and that about the o. nly difference is in the 

source of the information used to form attributions. This difference was 

originally pointed out by Kelley. In covariation theory this information 

comes from the observation of the event repeatedly, while in configuration 

theory it comes from virtually any source, including past experience with 

similar agents and events and being told by other people. In the core model 

this difference is a relatively trivial one. 

Covariation theory states that people base their attributions upon 

three different kinds of information, whic h Kelley ( 1 9 7 3 )  calls consensus, 

distinctiveness and consistency . Kelley suggests that each of these kinds 

of information can occur in one of two states, high or low. With three 

kinds of information, each of which can take on two different values, there 

are eight possible combinations of information. McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  has derived 

predictions about the attributions that should occur in each of these eight 
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information configurations and has demonstrated quite good empirical support 

for them . 

The correspondence between the core model and each of the three kinds 

of covariation information will now be s hown. After that predictions about 

the attributions which should occur with each of the eight combinations of 

the information will be made. 

Covariation theory reduces the attribution situation to one in which a 

single actor and a single entity interact and an event occurs. The question 

the observer must answer is whether the event was caused by the actor, the 

entity or by the circumstances of the interaction.  An attribution to 

circumstances occurs when neither the act-0 r nor the entity provides a 

plausible explanation for the event. 

Cons ensus 

Consensus information states whether the event in question also occurs 

when other actors interact with the focal entity. If other actors get the 

same event, consensus is high; if other actors do not get the same event, 

consensus is low. According to McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  high consensus tends to 

produce attribution to the entity while low consensus tends to produce 

attribution to the person . 

The core model assumes that in the case of high consensus because the 

event is associated with this entity across a variety of actors, then this 

entity is a good predictor of the event . No matter what actor the entity is 

paired with, it can be predicted that the event will occur. In other words, 

the presence of the entity is an indication that the· event has an above 

usual probability of occurring. This leads to the following definition. 

The term HIGH CONSENSUS applies to situations in which: 

p ( event/entity) > p ( event) 
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Notice that , by this definition, if high consensus is p resent the entity is 

a sufficient cause of the event, given the p robabilistic definition of 

sufficient cause as stated in the core model. In configuration theory high 

consensus therefore me ans the entity is a facil itative cause or a p lausible 

cause . 

According to Kelley low consensus is p resent when the event tends not 

to occur when this entity is paired with other actors. In the core model 

this would mean that the entity is a good p redictor that the event will not 

occur. This event is unusual when this entity is p resent. This gives the 

following definition. 

The term LOW CONSENSUS applie s  to situations in which: 

p ( event) > p ( event/entity) 

By this definition, when low consensus is p resent the entity is a sufficient 

p reventor of the event . In configuration terms it is an inhibitory cause. 

Low consensus therefore means that there was an inhibitory cause p resent 

when the event occurred . The p resence of an inhibitory cause will caus e 

augmentation of attributions to any other agents which are p resent and 

p lausible causes. In some cases that plausible agent is the actor. In 

those cases low consensus will therefore supp ort attribution to the actor, 

as McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  suggested. 

In summary, with high consensus the entity is highly associated with 

the event, is a sufficient and plausible cause of the event, and so 

attributions to the entity tend to be high when consensus is high. With low 

consensus the entity has a low association with the event, is neither a 

plausible nor sufficient cause of the event, is a constraint to p revent the 

event occurring ( is an inhibitory cause) and so attributions to the entity 
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tend to be low when consensus is low. Low consensus tends to �ugment 

attributions to the actor. 

Distinctiveness 

Distinctiveness works on the same p rincip les as consensus but for 

distinctiveness the focal agent is the actor rather than the entity . 

According to Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  distinctiveness refers to whether or not the 

event occurs when the same actor interacts with other entities. If the same 

event tends to occur when the actor is with other entities, distinctiveness 

is low. If the event does not occur with other entities, distinctiveness is 

high . 

According to the core model distinctiveness has to do with the 

probability that the event will occur in the p resence of the actor. High _ 

distinctiveness means that there is a low association between the actor and 

the event . 

The term HIGH D ISTINCTIVENESS applies to situations in which : 

p ( event) > p( event/actor) 

Low distinctiveness occurs when the event tends to be associated with the 

focal actor, regardless of what _ entities are present. 

The term LOW D ISTINCTIVENESS applies to situations in which: 

p( event/actor) > p( event) 

These probability statements can be rel ated to the earlier discussion 

of dispositions . High distinctiveness means there is little association 

between the actor and the event. In this situation the actor is not a 

plausible cause of the event . If the p robability of the behaviour is very 

low it suggests that the individual has a disp osition to NOT emit the focal 

behaviour. For exampl e,  an individual might be known for never smiling. 

With such a strong disposition the augmentation p rinciple can play a role, 
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just as it did in the case of low consensus. It operates upon the same 

principle as Kelley originally stated for the augmentation principle but 

here the inhibitory cause is internal ( di� position of the person) and the 

enhanced attributions are to the entity . For example, take a person who is 

known to rarely laugh , even when others do, p( laugh/actor) < p( laugh) . If 

that person goes to a movie and is seen to laugh, observers are likely to 

say the movie is very funny . They are likely to say it is funnier than they 

would if they observed a person laughing at the movie who has a "normal" 

history of laughter. As McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  suggested, high distinctiveness 

therefore enhances attributi on to the entity . In contrast, low 

distinctiveness means that the actor is likely to emit the behaviour in a 

variety of circumstances. The actor is therefore a plausible and sufficient 

cause of the event. The actor will be perceived to have a disposition to 

act in the way demonstrated by the focal event and will be perceived to be 

the cause of the event. 

In summary, with high distinctiveness the actor has a low association 

with the event , is neither a plausible nor a sufficient cause of the event, 

has a high disposition to hinder the occurrence of the event ( provides an 

inhibitory cause) and so attributions to the actor tend to be low with high 

distinctiveness. Further, high distinctiveness may augment attribution to 

the entity . With low distinctiveness the actor is highly associated with 

the event , is a sufficient and plausible cause of the event , has a strong 

disposition to produce the behaviour which is the event and so attributions 

to the actor are high with low distinctiveness. 

Consistency 

Consistency information states whether the event has occurred when this 

particular actor and this particular entity have interacted in the past 
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High consistency means they usually get this event, low 

consistency means that they have not got this event in the past . According 

to McArthur ( 197 2 ) , high consistency enhances a·ttributions to the actor 

and/or entity . 

According to the core model , consistency states the probability of the 

event given BOTH the entity AND the actor. High consistency means there is 

a high association between the event and the confluence of actor and entity. 

The term HIGH CONSISTENC Y applies to situations in which: 

p( event/actor f\ entity) > p( event) 

Low consistency occurs when the event has low association with the 

confluence of the actor and entity . 

The term LOW CONSISTENCY applies to situations in which: 

p( event) > p ( event/actor I\ entity) 

The probability statements for consistency cannot be as closely tied to 

the concepts of constraint and disposition as were the statements ab out 

consensus and distinctiveness. If consistency is high, it means that this 

event usually occurs when these two agents interact; the event might occur 

because either the actor or the entity alone is a sufficient cause of the 

event, or because the actor and the entity are multipl� necessary c�uses of 

the event . The consistency information alone does not tell observers which 

is the case, so they must consult consensus and distinctiveness information 

to try to resolve the question. If consistency is low it means that this 

event does not usually occur when these agents interact . In this case 

observers will turn to one of the three courses of action available for such 

circumstances. 

In configuration theory there is no concept analogous to consistency. 

It has just been shown that configuration theory does have concepts which 
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explicitly correspond to the various states of consensus and distinctiveness 

information . But with consistency, although assumptions about it are made 

in some parts of configuration theory , and the core model can show where 

those parts are and what the assumptions are, configuration theory does not 

explicitly give it a place . In the discussion that follows this will be 

seen to b e  a weakness of configuration theory which makes it unable to 

predict some things which covariation theory and the core model can predict. 

Covariation Cases 

Now t hat the meaning of each of the three kinds of covariation 

information has been stated in terms of the core model , the eight 

combinations of information suggested by Kelley ( 1 9 7 3 ) can be analyzed . The 

eight comb inations are listed in Figure 3 .  Each combination is called a 

I nsert Figure 3 about here 

case and will be treated in turn . 

Case One . The states of the three kinds of covariation information and 

their respective probability st at ements,  for Case One , are as follows. 

low consensus p( event) > p( event/entity) 

low distinctiveness p( event/actor) > p( event) 

high consistency p( event/actor 11 entity) > p( event ) 

These three statements capture the nature of Case One as Kelley defined it . 

If one more assumption is made it can be shown that the case fits the Typ e I 

pattern of the core model . That assumption is that p( event/actor) � 

p( event/actor /1 entity) . This assumption will be discussed more in a 

moment , but for now we will just proceed wit h it . Given this additional 

assumption , the probability stat ements for Case One can be arranged to show 

the Type I pattern . 
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1 .  p ( e vent/actor) � p(event/actor n entity) > p(event)  

2 .  p ( e ve nt/actor) > p(event/entity) 

'.I'he core . model pre dicts that this pattern will yield attribution to the 

actor as the cause of the e vent . McArthur ( 1 9 7 2 )  and Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  both 

predicted this also, and McArthur's empirical re search confirme d it . Thus 

the core mode l agrees with Kelley's statement of covariation the ory . . 

Configuration theory can also be use d to predict in this case . As was 

shown e arlier, low consensus means that the e ntity is an inhibitory cause . 

It is the re fore not a plausible cause of the e vent, is unlikely to be name d 

as the cause, and may e ven cause augmentation of causal attributions to 

another age nt .  Low distinctivene ss means that the actor is a plausible , 

sufficie nt and facilitory cause . Since it is the only plausible cause 

available , configuration theory, like the core model and covariation theory, 

predicts that attribution of cause will be to the actor in Case One . Notice 

that in t his case configuration the ory makes this correct pre diction without 

re fe rence to the concept of consistency, although both the core mode l and 

covariation theory use the concept to make the same pre diction; At this 

point t he lack of consideration of consiste ncy does not harm configuration 

the ory . Below it will be seen that it does not always fare so well. 

It was stated above that the core model, in order to deal with Case 

One , required an assumption that Kelley and McArthur did not mention . The 

core mode l said that in orde r to make the same prediction as Kelley and 

McArthur, a furthe r assumption, not me ntione d in Kelley' s basic statement of 

Case O ne in terms of conse nsus, distinctive ne ss and consistency , is 

ne ce ssary . 

entity) . 

assumption 

That assumption was that p(eve nt/act or) � p(event/actor � 

The re ason for this assumption can be seen in Table 1 .  If this 

is violated it means that p( eve nt/act or n entity) > 
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p( event/actor) . If thi s  is so then in the set of probabilities for Case One 

the largest probability is p( event/actor n entity) . If this happens this 

pattern fits Type II and not Type I .  Given this the core model would 

predict joint attribution to both the actor and the entity , rather than to 

the actor alone, as is predicted for Type I. 

The discussion of this extra as sumption touches upon one advantage of 

the core model over Kelley's st at ement of theory . By reducing all the 

concepts to probability statements the core model makes it pos sible to 

meaningfully compare consensus, distinctiveness and consistency information 

with each other. Using the verbal form articulated by Kelley makes such 

comparisons virtually meaningless. For example, it would be meaningless to 

ask how low distinctiveness has to be before it exceeds high consis tency . 

But in the probabilistic terms of the core model this is a perfectly 

legitimate and clear question. 

This discus sion of Case One has shown how the core model can be used to 

disentangle some of the fine points in Kelley's theory and show its bas ic, 

elegant core logic . It was found that the configuration concepts inhibitory 

cause and facilitory cause could be applied to the consensus and 

distinctiveness concepts of covariation theory. This application showed 

that configuration theory and covariation theory made the same predictions 

for Case One. This discuss ion, though, s howed that configuration theory 

does not really provide a place for consistency information, which is a part 

of covariation theory . It was also shown that Kelley's covariation theory 

does not make explicit a particular assumption whi ch the core model shows is 

necessary if the covariation theory prediction for Case One is to be valid. 

Thus, the reduction of both covariation theory and configuration theory to 
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the core model has shown how intimately connected they are and what some of 

their strengths and weaknesses are . 

Case Two. The states of the three kinds of covariation information and 

their resp ective p robability statements are as follows . 

high consensus 

high distinctiveness 

high consistency 

p ( event/entity) > p ( event) 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor) 

p ( event/actor n entity) > p ( event) 

If it is further assumed that p ( eyent/entity) ;::: p ( event/actor/I entity) 

analogous to the extra ass�p tion for Case One the p attern of p robabilities 

can be seen to fit Typ e I .  

1 .  p ( event/entity) > p ( event/actor I) entity) > p ( event) 

2 .  p ( event/entity) > p ( event/actor) 

The core model therefore p redicts that Case Two will give attribution to the 

entity as did Kelley and McArthur, and as confirmed emp irically by McArthur 

( 1 9 7 2 ) . 

In Case Two the high consensus means that the entity is a p lausible 

cause. The high · distinctiveness means that the actor is not a p lausible 

cause but an inhibitory cause. Configuration theory therefore also p redicts 

attribution to the entity in Case Two.  

The core model has shown that Cases One and Two are both examp les of 

Typ e I .  The only difference is that in Case One the actor is the most 

plausible cause while in Case Two it is the entity which is most p lausible. -

Case Three . The states of the three kinds of covariation information 

and their resp ective p robability statements are as follows . 

low consensus 

high distinctiveness 

high consistency 

p ( event) > p ( event/entity) 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor) 

p ( event/actor ll entity) > p ( event) 
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These probab il ity s tatements can be rearranged to show that they fit the 

basic Type I I  pattern . 

p ( event/actor � entity) > p ( event/actor) , p ( event/entity) , p ( event) 

The core model therefore predicts that causal attributions in Case Three 

will b e  to both the actor and the entity . McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  made the same 

prediction and found emp irical support for it . 

For this case configuration theory does no t work nearly as well as do 

covariation theory and the core model . This becomes obvious if the 

terminology o f  plaus ib ility of causes is used . Low consensus means that the 

entity is no t a plausible cause of the event and high dis tinctivenes s  means 

that the actor is also not a plaus ible cause . Given this information there 

is no causal explanation for the event . This is as far as one can go us ing 

the terminology of plaus ible causes from configuration theory . This dead 

end shows the weaknes s  of configuration theory which arises from its lack of 

explicit cons ideration o f  cons is tency information . I t  is by cons idering 

cons istency information that the core model and covariation theory are ab le 

to make the ir correct predictions . The core model does show that buried in 

configuration theory there is a possibility o f  dealing with Case Three , but 

the method is  indirect and not all o f  the necessary assump tions are made 

explicit . I t  was earlier shown that the multiple necessary caus es schema is 

a variant o f  the Type I I  pattern . Case Three is also a variant o f  Type II . 

From this bas is it  can be shown that Cas e Three can fit into a multiple 

necessary causes schema . When discus s ing this schema Kelley ( 19 7 3 )  implies , 

but does not explicitly demons trate , that with this schema attributions are 

to both agents . Thus , by a roundabout route , configuration theory can deal 

with Case Three , but the route is far from elegant and has more than one 

important uns tated assumption . This analys is has shown a connection between 
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a schema o f  configuration theory and a case from covariation theory , a s  well 

as an important advantage of the core model and covariation theory over 

configuration theory . 

Case Four . The states o f  the three kinds o f  covariation information 

and their respective probability s tatements are as follows . 

high consensus 

low distinctivene s s  

p ( event/entity) > p ( event) 

p ( event/actor) > p ( event) 

high cons is tency p ( event/actor ll entity) > p ( event ) 

McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  predicted that attributions in this case could be to either 

agent alone or to both agents . Emp irical data supported this prediction for 

the mos t  p art . 

However ,  as with Case One , the core model shows that McArthur ' s  

prediction� are not valid unless certain additional assumptions are made . 

If Case Four can be shown to be on example of Type III, the core model will 

agree with McArthur ' s  prediction . But two additional assumptions are 

necessary if that is to happen . Covariation theory says that high 

consensus , low distinctivenes s  and high cons is tency are present . I f  it is 

as sumed on the bas is of this that p ( event/entity) , p ( event/actor) � 

p ( event/actor f'I entity) , then McArthur ' s prediction is valid . But the s ta.te 

o f  the covariation information as given in the bas ic s tatement o f  this case 

is also cons istent with ; 

p ( event/entity) , p ( event/actor) < p ( event/actor n ent ity) 

If this is what occurs , then this is a Type II pattern and only a prediction 

o f  j oint causality is possible in the core model . This prediction o f  only 

j o int caus ality is not the same as McArthur ' s  prediction for Case Four . So , 

for McArthur ' s  prediction to be valid,  not only mus t the covariation 

information be as stated , it must also be assumed that , p ( event/entity) , 
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p ( event/actor) � p ( event/actor ll entity ) . Further ,  Case Four will be an 

example o f  Type I I I  only if , p ( event/actor) = p ( event/entity) . I f  the two 

agents do not have equal probab ilities , then one agent is a more plaus ible 

cause than the other and this will be a Type I pattern . As a result 

attribution will be to only the agent which is the more plaus ible cause . · In 

order to be cons istent with McArthur ' s  predictions it must be assumed that 

high consensus and low distinctivenes s  mean that the actor and entity have 

equal probab ilities as sociated with them . I f  thes e  two additional 

as sumptions are allowe d ;  that p ( event/entity) , p ( event/actor) 

p ( event/actor � entity) and p ( event/entity) = p ( event/actor ) ;  then thes e ,  

combined with the probabilities from the bas ic s tatement of Cas e Four , can 

b e  arranged to yield a Type III  p attern ; p ( event/actor) p ( event/entity) � 

p ( event/actor � entity) > p ( event) . From this the core model predicts 

attribution to both or either of the agents , to agree with McArthur ' s  

prediction . 

Four . 

McArthur ' s  ( 19 7 2 )  data do not fully support her predictions for Cas e 

This might be explained if it were shown that in designing her 

experimental ma�erials for Case Four she did not take into account the two 

additional assumptions which the core model says are needed . 

For Case Four configuration theory provides quite good predictions . 

The high consensus and low dis tinctiveness mean that both the actor and the 

entity are plaus ible causes o f  the event . Configuration theory would 

predict that whichever of the two is more plaus ible will be chosen as the 

cause . I f  they are equally plaus ible both could presumably be named .  For 

this case configuration theory predicts quite we ll , despite its lack of 

cons ideration of cons is tency information . 
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Now . that Case Four has b een describ ed the configuration theory concept 

o f  discounting can be . analyzed in terms of covariation theory . This 

correspondence has not been described before and arises from the earlier 

discus s ion of dis counting in terms of the core model . Earlier it was shown 

that discounting , in the core model , is demons trated by comparing causal 

attributions to an 

Cases One and � 
agent in Types I and I I I . Now it has b een shown that 

are examples o f  Type I and that Case .Four is an example 

of Type I I I . I t  follows that in covariation theory discounting can be 

demons trated by comparing attributions in Case Four to those in Cases One 

and Two . In Case One ( Type I )  only the actor is a plaus ible cause of the 

event while in Case Four (Type I I I )  both the actor and the entity are 

p laus ible causes . I t  is therefore expected that in Case One attributions to 

the actor will b e  greater than they are in Case Four . Attributions to the 

actor are thus discounted in Case Four because of the presence o f  the 

additional facilitative cause , the entity . In Case Two only the entity is a 

plaus ible cause s o  attributions to the entity will be higher there than in 

Case Four in which attributions to the entity are discounted due to the 

presence o f  the alternate plaus ible cause , the actor . 

Case Five . The s tates o f  three kinds o f  covariation information and 

the ir respective probability s tatements are as follows . 

low consensus p ( event) > p ( event/entity) 

low distinctiveness p ( event/actor) > p ( event ) 

low consis tency p ( event) > p ( event/actor ll entity) 

These probabilities fit the core pattern required for Type IV , surprise . 

p ( event ) > p ( event/actor /1 entity) 

The core model therefore predicts that this will lead to attributions of 

luck , attribution to unknown agents or a change in beliefs about the 
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dispo s i tions and/or cons traints o f  the enti ties . McArthur (19 7 2 )  found that 

her subj ects attributed to " c ircums tances " in this Case . The response 

format she used allowed obs ervers only certain attribution p o s s ib il ities . 

They could attribute to the actor or entity alone , to s ome comb ination of 

the two , or to " circumstances " . Thus circumstances was the alternative to 

us e when the known agents did not provide a reasonable explanation . Thus 

circumstances probably corresponds to the core model ' s  attribution to luck 

or vague agents . McArthur ' s  response format did no t allow observers to 

atttribute to unknown agents or to change the di�positions and or 

cons traints o f  actors or entities . Given these restrictions , McArthur ' s  

data support the predictions of the core model . 

The discus s ion o f  this case in terms of configuration theory will show 

again the l imitation imposed upon configuration theory by its lack of 

cons iderati on o f  cons istency . Low consensus means that the entity is not a 

plaus ible cause o f  the event . Low distinctivenes s  means that the actor is a 

plaus ible cause . Given this , configuration theory would predict attribution 

to the actor in this Case . But McArthur ' s  data do not support this . The 

reason why becomes clear when cons is tency i s  cons idered . Although the actor 

is generally 

dis t inctivene s s , 

a good predictor o f  the event ; as shown by low , 

p ( event/actor) > p ( event) ; when this entity is with the 

actor thi s  usual state o f  affairs does no t hold.  When this entity and actor 

are together the event is unlikely to occur ; as shown by low cons is tency , 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor � entity) . So  the presence of the actor is not a 

goo d  predictor o f  what will happen when this actor and entity are together . 

However , the pres ence of the entity is a good predictor under such 

circums tances becaus e the presence o f  the entity is a predictor that the 

event will not occur ; as is shown by low consensus , p ( event) > 
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p ( event/entity) . This sugges ts that the cons traint o f  the entity to prevent 

the event is  normally more potent than the disposition of the actor to cause 

the event . This is the enduring , predictable nature o� thes e  two agents and 

the ir interaction . Now , on this occas ion , this predictable pattern is 

violate d ,  the event occurs . This cannot be explained o n  the bas is of the 

known characteristics o f  the agents , s o  observers will turn to one o f  the 

thre� s trategies outlined above for Type IV patterns , according to the core 

model . Because configurations theory takes account o f  only the usual 

characteristics of the actor and entity , and no t what has happened when 

these two have come together in the pas t ,  it is incapable o f  providing a 

correc t  prediction for this case . The usual s tate of affairs when these two 

agents come together is des cribed in cons is tency information . 

Cases s ix to eight will now be discussed as a group . They all are Type 

IV patterns with cons iderable compl ications if discussed in detail us ing the 

core model . However , these detailed discuss ions will no t be pursued since 

they all lead to essentially the same conclus ions as were arrived at for 

Case Five . The event is unpredicted and s o  the causal attributions will not 

be to enduring characteristics o f  the agents involved . 

Case S ix .  The states o f  the three kinds o f  covariation information and 

their respective probab ility statements are as follows . 

high consensus 

high distinct ivenes s  

low cons is tency 

p ( event/entity) > p ( event) 

p ( event ) > p ( event/actor) 

p ( event ) > p ( event/actor � entity) 

Because o f  low cons istency this Case fulfills the requirements of Type 

IV , surprise . 

p ( event ) > p ( event/actor � entity) 
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Cas e S even . The s tates o f  the three kinds of covariat ion informat ion 

and the ir respective probability s tatements are as follows . 

low consensus 

high distinctivenes s  

low cons is tency 

p ( event) > p ( event/entity) 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor) 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor f\ entity) 

Because o f  low cons is tency this case also fulfills the requirements of Type 

IV . 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor /l entity) 

Case Eight . The s tates o f  the three kinds o f  covariation information 

and their respective probability s tatements are as follows . 

high consensus 

low dis tinctivenes s  

low co:ns istency 

p ( event/entity) > p ( event) 

p ( event/actor) > p ( event ) 

p ( event) > p ( event/actor n entity) 

Becaus e o f  low cons is tency this case als o  fulfills the requirements o f  Type 

IV . 

p ( event ) > p ( event/actor l') entity) 

All three of these cases , s ix ,  seven and eight , because they are Type 

IV , are predicted by the core model to lead to attributions of 

luck/circumstances ( if observers are not allowed to attribute beyond the 

named agents and cannot change the nature o f  the agents ) .  McArthur ( 19 7 2 )  

agreed with this prediction and confirmed it emp irically . 

Configuration theory is inadequate to deal with Cas es S ix to Eight for 

the same reasons as it was unable to deal with Cas e Five , configuration does 

not take into account cons istency information . The detailed working through 

of this wil l  not be attempted here . 

This completes the discuss ion o f  covariation theory and the core model . 

It has shown that the core model eas ily covers covariation theory , that many 
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o f  the concepts of covariation theory and configuration theory are 

interchangeable , that the core model clarifies some parts of covariation 

theory and that configuration theory ' s  lack o f  inclus ion o f  cons is tency 

information is a serious weakness . 

Conclusions 

This paper has described a core model of attribution processes , s tated 

in terms of probab ilities , which provides a s ingle bas is for causal and 

dispos itional/constraint attributions . This model explains how observers 

label actors and entities and specifies four b as ic types of causal 

attribution , based upon It was further shown 

that the vocabulary 

probab ilities o f  the 

o f  

patterns of probabilities . 

configuration theory is eas ily applied to the 

core model so that this core model can be seen to 

underlie Kelley ' s  configuration theory . The analys is o f  configuration 

theory in terms of the core model showed some of its weaknesses but also 

showed an elegant intimacy of operation of causal attribution and 

dispos itional/cons traint attribution . The core model was also shown to be 

compatible with the logic o f  covariation theory . This analys is showed that 

in many ways the core model , configuration theory and covariation theory are 

identical in their logic . Although the core model underlies them all , 

configuration and covariation theory represent important elaborations upon 

the core . Certain strengths , weaknesses and assumptions o f  the theories 

were thereby demons trated . I t  should now be clear that these theories need 

no longer to be treated separately . 

This paper represents one small but important s tep in the clarification 

of an elegant core theory for attribution res earch . Now that Kelley ' s 

theory has been integrated it is possible to integrate Kelley ' s theory with 

that of Jones and Davis . That this is so was shown by the discus s ion o f  
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dispos itions in covariation theory . The integration with ·  Jones and Davis is 

beyond the s cope o f  this paper but an important top ic for 
.
a subsequent one . 
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Figure Captions 

. Figure 1 .  The four types of probab ility patterns and their as soc iated 
attributions 

Figure 2 .  The compensatory causes schema (based upon Kelley , 1973 , p .  114) . 

Figure 3 .  Eight combinations of covariation information ( Consen . 
Consensus , Distinct . = Distinctiveness , Cons is . = Cons is tency ) . 
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